
VARIATIONS

Because the front/back is cut on the straight of grain, you can  dress up the bishop by adding different
types of hem treatments. Consider tucks, ruffles, lace edging, fancy bands, or lace scallops, etc. Try
the sacque in other fabrics - small prints flannel, or cotton interlock. Use brighter colors when

smocking casual dresses.

DOLLS AND TEDDY BEARS

Because of the easy fit and wide range of sizes, the Wee-Care bishop can be used for many dolls and
teddy bears. Just three measurements need to be checked, and possibly adjusted, to custom fit the
bishop to your doll or teddy bear. Thankfully,  bears and dolls  are not really fussy about the fit of
their clothes, but they do like to appear well-dressed! Begin with the size you guess is closest to

your doll or bear and make the following three checks, adjusting your pattern as needed.

Length: The dress/sacque  length and sleeve length can easily be adjusted by cutting the rectangles
longer or shorter. For the front/back  piece, compare suggested cutting length to your desired length
at center back, adding hem allowances. Compare sleeve length to measurements taken from  neck,
over shoulder and down to desired sleeve length. Shorten or lengthen as needed.

Neck Circumference: Compare your doll’s or teddy bear’s neck measurement with length of
neckline bias strip. The bias strip should be about 1” longer than neck circumference to allow for
turn-under at ends, overlap, and ease. Cut strip to desired length and pull up gathers to match.

Armhole depth: The easiest method of checking armhole depth is to cut suggested armhole from
comer of scrap fabric and test fit. The underarm should fit comfortably under your doll’s or bear’s
arm, with top edge reaching to neckline. Make any adjustment needed by adding or taking away
from  top of armhole cutting guide to make armhole deeper  or shallower.
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